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sectors. Every professional able to offer service to clients in more
than one language, as the need arises, is of far greater value.
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o meet any existing need. Biling4al/bicultural education is

generally. defined as ma curricular model through which 'the student is
made competent to function socially and professionally. in 2
languages,..and further, becomes sensitive to ihe cultural,'
behavioral, and attitudinal ramifications of each". Wh4n,cc*sidered
in these terms, the goal of instruction is not merely remediation,
but the full development of the student. Therefore, the ,cultural
component in bilingual education, is, in every sense, esSentialc,-This
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EDUCATION FOR A COMPLEX WORLD: A RATIONALE AND

MODEL FOR BILINGUAL /BICULTURAL EDUCATION-

Presented by-Dr. Rafael.L. Cortada, President;
Metropolitanto4unity College (Minneapolis), On
June 12, 1975 at the mu ersity of Texas, El Paso,
Texas.

THE PROBLEM

Objectivity is essential, when one is deeply committed to an ideal.

l?'
Thus I shall insure objectivity by defining bilingual End bicultural educa-

tion, stressing the dual

,Bilingual/Bicultural edu

Whick the student is

in two languagesOcan

e of this,educational approach. Generally,

tion is defined as a curricular model through

de competent to functio socially, and professsionally

rther, becomes sensitive to the cultural, behavioral

47
and attitudinal ramifications of each. When considered in these terms

,

c .

struction in a eecon language, be it Eng ish, Spanish or, Navajo, ceas
. .

es si1
. .

mply the addition ofcompetencies which-can be
r.

be remedial. It bec

usef in a complex multicultural wor

.1 .

This'point is worth repeating. A bilingual/bicultural-curricular model,
.

removes the remedial overtones too /often attached to instruction in esecond

language. As we are all aware, sdch programs have too ofte44xFirtolat

_

,

? / '"--..
/

as nothing more than vehi es fo teaching "them" English. r Implicit in-this

///
. / .

i a iz , .

view of course, isthat at some'point the students would "melt" in the
. $

/. ,

.

. ,,

great "pot", and no longer need such supports. In fact, however, bilingual/
/

\

tr. /

-
i.

bicultural education can be of tremendous benefit to"all students, whatever

\. ' i

In El Paso Coulty, 56.9 percentof the Population'
. ...,..

In New'York City, there are,Oer two million Spanish.
/ .

thei dominant language.

is Spanish surnamed.



surnamed people'. Spanish surnamed\citizens.are con

of service in both the public and private s toss
&a-4 en

'that in El Paso, New)York, Miami and other is ap:Well,every professiOnal

able to offer service to clients in more than anguage, as the need

s and contributors

s safe to conclude

arises,, is of far greater value. Thus nurses, police and firemen, social

workers, teachers, health workers and sales

to benefit if their educations are designed-

be the students Spanish or';English dominant

people, among others, all stand

to build in bilingual competencies,

at the outset.

\
///

A HUMAN IMPERATIVE..

One of the weaknesses in American higher.:education
,ts

has\been the denial of
7

.

. . -

the resources,necessary,to develop the-essential cultural component in modern

language programs . Rather than allocate: sufficient resources, we have often

presented a new language to
,

estures familiar to native

9 ,

y
implications of the words

Itudents utterly out

speakerilOanalysis of

f context, devoid of the

the behavioral and attitudi-
, .

. -

their jUXtakosition, or the cultural
.

heri.;,-----,,,$)
A. 0.

I

s

tage
/
which is as vital-topcomprehension as are the fundamental structures.

In light of this fact, we can appreciate the difficulties of the mature per-

son,when he attempts to move between cui ures;whose formal education failed

to explore fully this crucial relationship of language to culture. If our
7

goal in language instruction is not merely remediation, but the full develop-
_....---

.1 ,
'

.

ment of the student,then the cultural component
-
in bilingual education is in

\

.

every sense, essential; This is especially true in American society. We

have allowed the intelligence of our children'to be judged at'a very earlyintelligence
-$. *t..

age; on the basis of the number and specific, distribution -6-f-Ve words they

t

know. This certificaticin has been allowed to impact upon people on a long-"

term,"lifetime bqsis. We have, in this process, tended to ignore a persons

.0004
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,A.
cultural starting point. So if Entish is not a childts5cultural base, he

11 i

or she can be effectively crippled, vocationally and personally.. Bilingual/

. - , 7

BibulturaI Education addresses this problem, ieind seeksto end this waste

of human resources. /
...

: .. i. --

- A

This destrUCtion of ,people is! visible everyw e in our supposedly en-

.--- lightened society. While we spend about thirty billion dollars per yearon

education, we do not seem able to teach very'many of our,childrento read,

.,

much, less to motivate Chicano, Puerto Rican or Black children to even finish

school; The statistics for each of these groups are frighteningly similar
11 :.

in scattered parts of the country. Whetherit is New York, Texas or California,

thefoutcOme seemp predictable. 'Generally, by eighth grade, three-fourths of

- . . ,.

the students from each of these groups seems to be'three years behind in read-
.

ing. By the twelfth grade, one-half tb 'three- quarters of theeStustudents in --
k

these groups who.actually began high school have "disappeared". Ttie statis-

tics for Native Americans are even more devatt ting.

, THE MELTING POT MYTH
J

Whil the causes of this wreckage being'visited,upon youth by our

O

0 schools are h7plex, I shall focus upon a threadthat seems commori to each

of these grouPscar, Puerto Rican,Slack and Native Amerihan youth\all

>,....

- ,

/com(COM

the'-sOools speaking either another languagelf a non-standard fola .

k

I
'$

ofEngl or both. Furthermore, each comes from a rich, cultural, base.dis-
'

tiPct from the dominant culturp. When we consider our "melting pot" myth,

and the traditional mission of the American school, the sequence of events

becomes clear. The schools have traditionally sought:to'4Americapie", to

subvek the "alien" language, culturekand, 'thereby the values that the

I
;

Chil0 of a minority culture school*, lilistbstituting those of-

,

,.
.

S./

//

'7 ,
0005
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the majority. This

e

socialization process has been-unjustly imposed upon 1

generations of immigrants. But the groups dealt with here/are bord,,oltizens,

and this treatment is even more, unjust. Their disaptie ance from the schooli

is an eloquent. statement in defense of their language Culture and valuea,

In this context, our focus here will be upon the hum relations rationale
,

for bilingual /bicultural ed cation, and the,develo ent of an operational

model for its implementati n. ti

If we accept Aristotle's premise that good teaching takes the learner

from the known to the unknown, the clabsic profile of bilingual/bicultural

education becomes clear. AcceptiRg the

(thereby actually reinforcing language,
.;

and concomitant,cu4ure are offered as,

lations perspective, this ap'proac

student as he comes to the school

culture and values) the second language
(

From a human re-

psyches ofless jarring to the

the youth we are supposed to.s e

,

4bilimgual/bicultural educatione,7:1 s legal. It is a gpral imperative:
..-

,,..,--, 1
..,.

5 'r
IfJ

1 -

It Is'elducationally,feasible. And-i -it' is necesary. Leally, there has

never been a barrier to bilingual/bicUltura ikucation. Native Americans

greeted the White man as he, came frOm Eurtope. The,Mexican American Aulated
%

-

the West and Southwest before the American flag movedinto the region. qiti-
-,..

1 .

In addition to Aristotle,qur 4rgUmeets Compel us to move toward /

.zenship came to.these groups simply, by their:presence.

langUage requirement: The Black mail,was absorbed by the 13th, 14th

Arid there yas'no

amendments. And these contain no trace o k.a'.amendments.
. -

ment for citizenship.' Puerto Ricans became citizens as
4.;

- Jones Act of '1917._ And this legislation failS tOXefer

a mastery of English is demonstrated.

'

0

, " floor

or cultural

a,re6ualt (bf

citize

et .

and 15th

require -

the .;

until
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In New York, it has been ruled that election materials must be pre-

sented in English and Spaniah, to facilitate participation by 'those citi-

4
'who have not Bully Mastered English. Thus_literacy can be validly

demonstrated in either of'two languages. in January, 1974, the Supreme

.

Court in Lau v. Nichols ruled that school districts must develop programs

t help non-English speaking students benefit from the educational process.

6
In April, 1,974; In the Keyes decision, the Tenth.U.S. Circuit Court of

ti.

Appeals mandated bilinlual/bictitural education in DenvOr, as part of the
I

desegregWon,effert. The opinion specified that ". the Spanish language

is a more'matvraOne for a great many Spanish surnamed or Mexican-American

--students. Thus, extensive curriculum offerings in the SpaniSh language and

in Spanish Culture would be appropriate. . , Bilingual/Bicultura4-eddba-

tian clearly is an idea whose time has come. ,

Much of the opposition toisuch education'is based upon a false premise:

The "melting pot" myth asserted that diverse people came to America, lost
111'

.'"the la

The im

-1

other

of t

char

guage, values and culture of theirlegins, and somehow became "American".
17

ication here is that it was somehow"un-American" to speak a language

an English, and that "American culture" (never defined,,by 'proponents

remelting por) was somehowsuperior to any other. This posture

cterized ourtationis attitude toward other.cultures since the midi

%,

nineteenth century; The "melting pot" myth, then, can be balled an outgrowth

of the arrogance ofthe era of "manifest destiny" when Some difined the-United

States as bounded by ". . . thesunrise to East, the Sunset to the, West, the

icecap to the North, and as far as wedamn well please to the South." But_

in/fact, the "melting pot" never existed. New 'York City, the entry point
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. r,

for mny;remains to this day city without esmajority, with five ethnic-

cultural-ling4stic gro Italians, Irish, Jews, Blacks and Puerto Ricanb/

form shifting co itions to dtabilize'its political and social structure.
ayr

\ :

And,New York is not ullque im this respect. But is this necessarily a .

Bilingual/Bicultural-education operates under the premise that divers
. ,,\. .

a source of strength. Thus instead of'a tt melting pot'', we. accept a rieh /

paella, in which each ingredient remains identifiable, and offers an essential

2

contribution to the character anti flavor of the whole.

/BASIC ASSUMPTIONS IN BILINGUAL EDUCATION

Bilingual/Bicultural'approaches to learning operate under radidally dif-
.

lr

ferent assumptions. The:language, values and culture that,the student'brings

to the school-are accepted and reinforced: The value of thes!udent and his

or her heritage are thus legitimized, and a framework is established -in which

r .

,..,,
. learning can begin. The student's own language is tl* vehicle for the first'

learning efforts and.the.probabilityrof success is enhanced.
.

And, most im-.
t

(

portant,of all, is the fa-et-that the proZtam adertaken can be shared-with

yi:.ia from the dominant culture. q studies in the second language, in thtsi
.

)
,

Losphere, cease to be threatening, since they offer the-student alternative

,

.

,

4 1 ,-

skills. The, result should be the/development of sp enand written skills
/

not one but two languageb, and even more. The bicultural compon6t

\ ...

hould add lb pensitivity to>two, modes of behavior, to two systems of beliefs,
, 0

f

.
Values and customs. From a h an pointof view,<bilingual/picultural edu-

r 4`1

1 catiom clearly prepares siudents to.accept thepeop±e they encounter openly,
r

1
f .

% A

creating conditions under which they can become cgmfortable with them:,
tr.o.,,,

. ..

. .

selves gnd their cultural milieu:

fj ,

4,

0008
1
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.

Mari -Ld daraillo o the University, of NewMexicoN har offered in-
,

s into the.Perspectives, values and feelings revealed by langua

Flora Davis, in Inside Intuition and Fast's Body Language rep ent firstrepent

dience to the implications-Sgesturas,

t.-2---
postures andlanguage in non:-verb 1 communication systems within-rthe dominant

mature. And, significantly, 'no parallel studies exist, as ye, for any

t . -, .

/ c ,

.

minority or non!English-spea ing group.

..,
(

efforts-to sensitize a larger

/ /',

lirspanic fatalism and pefleAion lof guilt emerge/in'the,sim le phrase,_
/ e ,

el avion me dejo -Strictly translated, this means the plane-ieft me".
--Ao.

The speaker is presented with an event that was destined,..and is absolved ' 'At,

of guilt. A different attitude toward time and rigid schedules can be in-' V- '

7

ferred here as Well. It is significant that there is no way to translate

r.

"I missed the plane", directly into 'Spanish. A similar attitude emerges
.

1 , .

when the, Spanish speaker says "se cayoiel plato"a, "The plate.fall". There
e, tt

is no way to say :'he dropped the plate", and to affix the guilt.JSimilar

cultural and value contrasts emerge when the Spanish speaker asserts that

K' I
. ,

1

"el reloj anda", "the clock walks", while the English speaker accepts the
;

,

. 1 r / ,
,,,,

i

pratise that "time flies!' or "the clock runs".

,

1,:,'

Eyetfiwhere the words\are similar, the meanings can differ widely be-
1 ' .

/---,
r

'\,

cultural persFeCtivd. "The family" to the Anglo
,

sh is a nuclear entity, somewhat limited in its in-
.-

Latin-(however, "la famine' is a cast of -bun
r !

cause of the differin

4axon Speaker of Engl

clU ilaness. To the
....

an e etcded family hat one, accepts from t lest days. An English
..,

.4..

speaker' might be lettered to referred to as "sophisticated". But in
- ,

*
,

most of the hispanic ld, sf;fisticada is an insult and implies pretentiousness.

. if
*Mari -Luci Jeramillo. "Cultural bifferences Revealed Through Language".
New York:/The National Center for Research and Information on Equal Educa-.
ilonalipportunity. "Tipsheet #8): May, 1972:

/ 0009

s,"
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The,bO 4anguage that'acctinpanies both Spanish and English can create

even greaferponfusio , discomfort and misunderstanding. The Anglo7Saxon

,

lives within po itely defined cocoon of space that others tacitly accept,
2'

//
and do notviiiiite. The Latin abrazo, acceptable among-ten, can make an

English_speaker uncomfortable,
5

Latins accept a conversational

and the Spanish speak feeling slighted.

distance of six ito # ne inches. English
/

!di tance of twelv inches or less. Thespeakers are uncomfortable at a

potential fen, discomfort and misunderstanding h

bilin&alibiculturaly

-speaking youth can remove this,
(7

e is endless. Buta truly

oach to tih ,;..e. cation, of both English and Spanish-
:

Creaielm ual acce table grounds for

41-
/

ter instruction to.SpaniSh speaking youth,

ies? the words "time",

cross-cultural communication.

(

:Can any teacher effectively

ng aware,of these and other sub't1

"fame and ",sophistioAted", among Cithers, be translated directly into

Spanish, without-further'discussion of ill:le/real meaning in each language

.

eaningteacher who ;is notsensitivtt2hese subtleties,
ven worse, a well-

and to the values th port a

self- m ges, alienation and ho

There are similar complexitids

schools have shown little sensitivi

/

surrounds the languages of-lIative

the schools, eliminating, seven

eight years, defines the c

Few of our teachers, howevei seem t
I

the needs of Spanish- speaking or,any.othd

language, Can create confusi negative

.0-

iid 1 ;1havior among Spanish speaking youth.

attached o every language. Certainly our

the ri h and Corplex culture which

cans. And the eves ^-aught by

'ho begin,. within

There has been little systemat14

/

ent of th

y
-

have shown* h senSitivi to

-culturally "distinct" youth.

study of 'teacher- student rel tionships,

061,0

%;
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But the Report of the U$S. Commission on Civil Righ4 (March, 1973) docu--"

mented one such effort (See Appendix A). The'study included 36 Mexican-
,

American and'316 Other teachers in schools in California, Texas and New

/

-Mexico-in 1970-1971. And its conclusions offer asdevestating snapshot of

tionships th t maY exist. Briefly, the teachers accepted the feel-the,re
4 i. ... 4 .-r7

-

ings of Englith'.dominant students twice as often

, . ,'"- .

dents, andfthe ideas of thel6rmer; forty preen

s those of Chicano''stu-
,

more often than,those'of

,

the'latter. This would seem to document what might,be construed as an in-
:.

-Cipient'rejectio
-I

mechanism,.and could explain the reticence noted among tile

twenty-seven percent less frequently on=Latin students w o spoke in class

their.Own initi
fi

idea The Chicano-students

less= 'equently pan t

to the. Anglostqkents fort
-

Admi y this:was a pil

glo classmates.. P

praised thirty-fivepercent

sitive teacher responses went

.percent more often han to the Chicano students.

study and more res

, conclusions can be reached. But the attrition

to support the tendencies implied ;in the study

arch is needed before firm

students seemsamong Chicano

,

The quality of the inter-

action between teachers anorChicano students would certainly

way of driving the studentd to silence,

."

seem to be one

alienation, ana finally out of school.

To date, American schools have structured themselves primarily to .1n-

f'
doctrinate and acculturate. They have sought to Substitute a lomogenized;

probably mythical perception of American culture for the language and values

f,a child's roots. No one scan ever dozument the- total humaridarilage being

done. But this will not change unless bilingual/bicialturareducatiori.is
s

I --
accepted as a'-human imperatiiie, and our whole edueationarsystem is sensi -,

tized to people.
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AN OPERATIONAL MODEL

It "remains a mystery why our society has lacked the 11111 to meet the
,

.

, _

now obVious needs for bilingual/bicultural edq.etion: Be efits would ac-

1.-
i

1 \I

..,

,,L.:

.

.
, -'

crue to all groups4now oppressed by oar scho lg. And such a respbnse could'.

do much to' reverse the process of deteriovajon in our public systems.
// ,

i;
.,,

Certainly no daring would\be needed, since bilingual approa9hes have been.used.-,,

-,
I 1

i

effectively fei, centuries. 'In Switzerland, vfhere 74% of the population is
.

-...,

,

. , ,
. /

*German-speaking, 22% speak French and 4% speak Italian,tbe schools have ...,

1

gp.

I

I

is
developed aniurbane, sophisticated population intuhich nearly everyone speaks' .

4. . / .

-r:' 4,_, .. 07..y.,

. p anat least two languages, and mo groufeels oppressed. Each dton'opt d for,
''L ' .

a "territdrial principle". In the former, residents' of a, given areqcou191
1

,....

, .

0

base ingfructiop for everyone upon the dominant language, and,in the latter,
11-- ) N 0

schoolswer varied enough for each'to se lect,instruction in his dom nant

0 il
.

language.' e end result is t t7inost Sw ss o ple e elementaArscho 1 in

.. b

tongue, and sebontheir moth

'language. In Belgium,' the "t

Dutch,

used siTi

instruci4

/ tion.

China; I

Brussels is a:bi

ary S'chool die are underpken in

rritprial pr'inciple prevails for Fre

ingual areal The"te

arty in Canada, so 'that Fren

n in various irea, depending

nisb-end Swedish,,are both us

did, Mexico, Guatemala, Peru

itorial), prin le ig

Ir EngliSh ay' be t language of

the inclinati

d similarly
f

Paraguay,,t4 /Philippines; the Soviet

of'the popula-,

%
and1. Ceylon,

Unio the United Kingdom are all multi-lin al c9ht$ies with one offi-.

4 .toir

native
,

terig.

Unite

age. Thu '' in each of the e count

3,
anguage while mas-...ering an dffic

s;.a per
$

h may retain'his,

,54.1

language. n each of these

es,"the norm for the avera e man" May thus be bi
A

, to,
/ 2

t e extr rdinarilywellis associated only wit

States.

ingualism, a charac-

ducated_in-the
k ,



.
0 t-

it is not 4 essary to leave our borders to seok...succeisful mLaels
..t,

i i \

ngual/bi al eaUcation. There is a riCh traditiOn in,Ame cant...
that can, be tapped. From 1839 Until 1880,German; Spanish,

'..%. .

re used in Louisiana
.. I

schools. Spanish Was used similarly in
. N,

1, ;
.

.
,--

,

48 "until 1880. From 1880 until--1917, there were GermanT ish
/ .t

fi*ff

schdols in Cin innati, Indianapolis and Baltimore., In the 'Wort
-/

part oithElinited States, there mere French and §,CandinaV5,:an

S
as bilingual parochial schools serving Eastern., and Southern',

Only the chauvinism of the imperialistic era andthe "melting pot" m

4

us, in the early part of this century to seek holnogeniiation.

here has even been a slight resurgence of bili

.Unitea States, although toot littfe is being offered in m

an;existing need. Since 19E10 the rublic schools of de County,
.

-,, i 1

have accommodated numbers of Cubans by offering instruction in Spanis

education the

st areas to see 3
)

I rida

.English -as-a-second-language studie

responded in this creative fashion

children, whilesome schools

kbellest, Navajos and other

; instruction it) iheir:native

s were:undprway._ New York City hi nr

tomucb,larger,nUmbers of-Fueto*Can

while .

in-Texas save m9ved toward bilingualism In

Amerindians have begun\o'offer subject iitter

\\ ,
1:1

languages, ad-,a means of preParing their youths

to cope with two, worlds. By contrast,,it.is rtunate that the s

_:.of .New York's first bilingual school,T.S. 25 ,fit 811 East 149 Stree

Bronx'', did not lead to aproliferation of schools, using a similar a

. .

'=wherever needed. Unfortunately, our educational burea0dracies are

seeking:homogenization.r'So too often bilinguil education is-liewe

noiher approach to teach '!them English, rather than as an approa

an tng
,

ish dominant person Might alsofMaster a secon
I

-;-

languag

ciss ,

I

A ,

in the

roach

Still

by

11,
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Resources cannot be used as an excuse for hesitation, since the needs

are modest, for implementation,of a bilingual/bicultural approach. The
v .

.

most important resource is a diverse faculty. Generally, the faculty will

- e ,

include those capable of.offering instruction in,eitherofAgp languages
,

0

Others, because of their monolingual education; might offer their bourses in

only one language, English. ,,put if "the can function socially in Spanish,

they can be valuable for,the bicultural cQmpbnent. The English monolingual

faculty'can develop vin leveli of tery of Spanish in time. But their

)17sensitivity to the ultiiral and value sys s underlyingueach language can

be devibped quickly, 'making them valuable to the program.

Secondly, "sophisticated" diagnostic systems are needed in both Spanish

and English, since the student's ant language skills may also need re-

inforpement.

Thirdly, it is essential that the full curriculum be assessed, to ',.

, --
identify clearly all cultural biases. These need not be eliminated, since

. (

a student in a bilingual/bicultural program may move on to a traditional in-1,
1

stitution, and need comprehension of the "standard" perspectives: But as we

:define "the family", and other culturally -based concepts, the student should

t
be alerted to the varieties of "families" that exist, as,well as the one

111'1-

stereotyped in this society.

Thereafter, the components of the-bilingual pr9gram are within relatively

.....,.-.
easy reach. And it'AS probable_that few schools haye not already-responded

, -,-----
in a fragmented fashion to perdeived needs, by implementing one or more of

,

. 3

,

the four basics: ........

1. Diagnosis oftskills-ln the do9linant,langdage...--It is probable

0014
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that many native speakers of English will require remedia-

. tion in their own language as they embark on their studies

in Spanish., Spanish-dominant students will need similar

support, since many are born' and raised is United States.

and they may have little technical command of their iirimary,

.language.

2. The use of Spanish to continue learning, for domi4nant speakers

of Spanish, is an Important factor. Through this approach it

M

may be possible to economize and avoid prolonging he educe,-

tional process. Thus progress is never retarded. The student

.----,- -"":"--

moves fo and -in subject areas, studiest.a sec language and
.

...7-. -. .

shifts studies into that language at an appropriate time:--,

e----i'"

3. Intensive studies in a second language (Spahish-as -a -second

4 ff

language (tSL) di. English-as-a-second language) are vital to

enable the.,`-student Ito develop the mastery needed to begin
4

study in the new language.

4. The integration of learning through the bicultural component

lls an,essential component that
v.

is tpo often sacrificed.

is an essential component that

here that -the culture, values-
,

and attitudes that-offer a depth of_ understanding are mastered.

One goal of bilingual education is to ulimately enable a student top...

acc pt_instruction in asecond language, after beginning instruction in

tor dominant language. This should result in some level of mastery
;s>1._ i

'-' .

,

of e ch 0 o. es. 2 The focus should
II 10,4.

flihe t-in'eith lish or Spanish into an

beupon registering students

edUcetional system, and upon

gradUatingstuderlis fluent in both-English and Spanish. Once developed,

oe* t0015



his model can be adapted to, accommodate at y lan

gram can function at fop leVels or phase

gualism,up to, any desired level before terminating: -

.3

1. Diagnostic Phase: Fluenoy_andliteracyin bothlanguagesis

not emphasize ,Contentent nstruction is offered only in the

dominant lang644, be it EnglishTr Spanish. Intensive study

is undertaken rAlEnglish-as-a-second-language, or.in Spanish-,

as-a-second=language. it may be necessary, here, tolyoffer

1
in the native language as well, if reading

are,not on,a level with the oral skills;,

ge combinations.. The pro-
.

and a stIdent can pursue bilin=

remediakstudies-

and writing skills

2.. Develo ntal-Ph

second langdage,

the domitant;lan

Listening ,fnd speaking skills in the

e sought.-here. 'ttstruction continues in

age,,but one content course must be_ audited

in the second language ip,the4ecOnd or
1

';',1
.

the.option of seeking credit.' Second
.y

* tpaniA or English continue,

-\. 3. 4ntermed atesPhate: Cultural studies and-sOcial science courses

third semester:with

language studies in

;

are 15ursuedi
, .

sy. 'Spanish. But

4 ,r

,th*.41.4guage of the culture, be it English or

;of.?4$11

,;(-

d lan

L.

second, language.

listening speakingWriting "4nd,reading s

courses' are undertaken jin the

age;studies continue, seeking
ai

(
language.'

4. , Bilingual Phase: TherWls
.

ing, and writing in--Eothq,anirua

4

the oilibiral nuances

3

kills in the second

. .

uency in speaking2 l'stening, read-

lised in, all areas of

r,

of each);.

es. There is an awareness of

he second language can nowobe

instruction.
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The ob cti of.course,_cannot be equal fl
. .

ii,
/

since one
/

ns doMinant and the'second language approaches thisid *nance

only through usage. But at phase'four; aix7ln *vidual who entered the p

.
.---- _ e k

gram dominant in English or in Spanish shout not feel comfortable in soc

°

and business' qage orthe'other, despite a y
/
accent he may retain. 'He,

I/

should beA0 rle'to question, resiond when uestioned, converse, read a page and

y in two languages,

convey a thought in writing. Goals may differ for each student. The English

dominant student, seeking to use Span in his profession, may focuS' upon.,
0

understanding and speaking skills, d develop,only rudimentary literacy.

The Spanish dominant student,.howev may pursue all four baSic skills,

understanding, speaking, reading a d writing, for use ti,b further his edu.ta-

tion and career in an Eiglish-dom ant"culture. The levd1 of proficiency

Sought, should-be defined as the s dent enters the program:

1. Level Om: Corresponds to the diagnostic phase of instruction

The student may ,be able to understand a-few words in the sec

...language, and to cony se very briefly. There may be no rea

or, writing skills;

2. Level Two: Corresponds-to the develcpmentai'oase of ins

,The student canfUnction in set business situations

and can offer greetings ana'read and write to a limited d

9
o

in the second language. fp

3. Level Three: The student can function comfortably in the

second language in most business and social situations in

this intermediate Rhase. He can understand and speak the

language in these settings. ;But hi§ ability to read a

Ns.

write is limited.

\'
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.Level Four: ;CorrespondsCorresPonds to the bilingual, -phase of instruction.

The/student can understand, speak, read and write the second

language w= 1 enough to function comfortably in businessor

§0C1 s for long periods of time. He may have a heavy.

e with an occWonal grammatical error, but the

e to prOceed. There is some awareness of the

which the'second language springs.

dent has near native' fluency in the second

The fi

Oonly

iF

wr ter with

psycnolog' al

Much

st. anguap is still deminant,but1the stu7

a sl ghtaccent in the second language, reads and

fidence, and iseensitive to the cultural and

basis of the second language.'

he technology now available can be used to accelerate develop-
.

pent of mastery ofa second language. Where tapes, cassettes and videOtapes
. .

are 'available fOr a given courte in, let us-Say English, these res ces'can

be reproduced in,Spanish. Where scripts are available, these can be lated,

and ;a native speaker of Spaniih other, than:the teacher may prodUce the-tapes It

;

or cassettes. These alternate'modes of instruction can enable a student to

pace himself and accelerate, and also move more quickly into the second

language by increasing his exposure to it.

APIA
A bilingual. program has great implications for the cultural life of an

institution. A language is a culture, a civilization and a history.' In ,

4

moving toward bilingualism, the student must also develop sensitivity for

the culture, psychology and the nuances underlying that language. Thus the

bilingual institution will actually ave'three cultural liv4s, one English,

-

one Spanidho'and one blended, With-all students delving lairto all three.

0018'



Thus as a' student learns, a second language, he is enriched by learning

to under tand a people. And the increase in skill goes far beyond thb mere

mechanical ilities to speak or write a second language.

4,t

Crit' e ed bilingual educatiOn as unamerican and diiisive.
/

.

The fact is that Englis -dominant°persons, educated bilingually, are better

P45)

aable to relate
A

broader spectrum of our ulatiOn. And Spanidhdominant,

persons, secure in !their sense of self d their identity,'are betterpre-

pared to accept persons of anot culture. So bilingual education can lie

a unifying rather than a isive force. Most important of all, bilingual

education prepares students to cope with the worj.ds it really is. The

'

United States is a nation of pluralism'and diversity., This is good. And

the rest of the world itselfis pluralistic. When CIO oonsider's the popula-
- ,

er4ea and the Caribbean, it becomes-e)identithat there
'4,-'-t

.

.Spanih and Portuguese that Englistifin the Americas.
..w,..ie

tion masses in Latin

are more'speakers of
,

The passage of political i4erialism has led to a reassertion of local

cultures. Bilingual education can prepare North Americans to communicate

. easil; and to accept each man as he is. While th worldhas come to recog-

uS individual, the productniz i-fhe "ugly erican" as an arrognt, contempt
. ....

of bilingual edu tion could, be the prototype for a new American; comfortable

in cultural diversit and accepting toward t peoples he meets. It is

significant that the nos sally acceirted Americans e, the _early
A

Peace Corpsmen, called "hijos de Kennedy

1960's. And all were trained to.bill

or "Children of Kennedy" in the

alism and cultVra2l openness in their

adult yearS.,, ,In any event, we can se nothing through bilingual education.
- tt

the present syqem has left us with a backlog of English. dominant persons

who do not :,know English. 'If we' do not seize the bilingual alternative,

we may be perpetually churning out whole segments of the population who

are devoid of standard language skills.

.301,9
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How can bilingual education, a mere dripam now for the

7

owned by the education industry, be realized? To begin w

, .

must be educated asito the positive aspects of bilingual

must-be accomplished by documenting.pe-educational soundn

approach for all youth, and by discrediting the prejudice

and myths often. cited against bilingualism. Secpndly, e

must be identified, new educational: materials must bt cre

bilingual programs; and the market must be defined for. t

Once these materialsshave been generated locally and the

defined, the td ational support industry will begin to gri

ientele dis-

the critics

ucation. This

ss of the

resources. Thirdly, coalitions must be created linking'th

*Angoistic slogans

mg resources

d to support

resources.

ket has been

d Cut..program

constituencie

q
for bilingual education. prpups seeRino promote communication and

1

. 1

,

standing among diverse cultural groups, ameliorating the harsh edges of pplari=

zation which breed intolerance and isolation and injustice,. would 40-4well,

11',4to look to a bilingual aPproach as a formidable coalition through whac
\

.

-

address government. Fina , the priorities.of education must;-be altered,
1 i

'v,,,, =..,

and aligned with the 'needs o the communities served. Urban students
e

Must

be prepared to cope with andr °tile the problems of their environmtnt,,and-

i r:

to move comfortably "through the multi- cultural context of otr ciktids.':-thd

'I

,-.
_

tituencies being served should,
-,.

be i4entil:educational needs of the new con

field and programs should be creft
/

'education represents one of severe

be any measure of success in ieetin

d to focus upon these needs. Bilingual;

uch appraachds. And if there den

.a first step toward the res

hese needs, this can well represent
,

ucturin: f our society in the image of its

pt try would be Catastrophic: The-

has to date :grinding up mare
-,..,...,

people. To fail in the effort or. not

educational process would dontinue, a

students than,it educates. To fail, w

tionahle values, and to

, ,
. ,

be to lose our youth too quee- `4 -i-/-

\ \
, .

-e them prey\t \ intellectual genocide,', We?'
v,.

.i

L
,-

,-. :
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must not be intimidated by the magnitude of the task. Robert F. Kennedy -

N. once said that
.
"Some men see things as they are and ask why: I dream things,

.

,

.

that never were and askiwhy not." Wemust move beyond asking at this
,. c.

..

.
.

.,./ A,s: J

critical stage. Sxlingual education must-be defined,structurSa and dmpleL
..,

.
,

,

memtedbefore another generation is alienated.' )

,

1

.....

(4

C

A

, v4.
1
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APPENDIX A

AVERAGE MEASURES OF PER PUPIL INTERACTION 16 INDIVIDUAL,

MEXICANiAMERICAN AND ANGLO STUDENTS.*

Teacher Behavi

0,

0'
o

J i a

Avg. -for, Avg. Percent Increase:

Mexican. for in Anglo Over °

American Anglo cano

°

1..' Acceptance of Students:.,

feelings 1

2. Praising /Encouraging

1.- AccePtance/use'stdhent

1
.004' -
.137

.008

.1186

100.0
35.8

ideas'
t_i .156. .219 40.4,

4., ,:- Questioning .525 ::636-- 21.1 .

a

5. Lecturing .584 :710 21.6

,*6. Giving Directions .146 .141 - 3.4

7. Criticism orustifying

4 ' authority '41,4 A1

*'

.055 .052 - 5.5
-

at

Student Behavior

8. Responses '.771 .948 23.0
,Student

9. ;Student Speech Initiative .796 1.034 29=9 f

.
Composite Measures

Positive Teacher Responses (1-3) .296 .413 .3915

All Non-critical Teacher Sppech 1.901 22:6

All Student Speech . 1,.567 1:982 2d,15

,

*Teachers Ond Students: Differences in_Teacher' Interaction With Mexicav

American and Anglo Students. ReportviY: Mex can American Education $.tday.

U.S. Commission on Civil Rights. MaCh, I P. 17.
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